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Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Taicang plant. 
March 26, the company posted a worker read "Notice of termination of labor contracts," Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. in
front of the Taicang plant. 
March 26 shooting of Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Taicang plant. 
is part of Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Taicang plant has proven to be closed, which is the sole owner of Nike's
footwear in China have production facilities of the factory. Taicang in front of the factory posted a "notice of termination of labor
contracts," notice advertised, staff labor contract termination date of March 31, 2009.
to overseas media reports, is headquartered in Germany, a large manufacturer of sports shoes, Adidas chairman and CEO Herbert
Hainer said the company plans to continue to make recently acquired Reebok brand and Adidas separately, and this US products as
a function of the shoe with innovative regain its former status. The company believes that this decision will continue to have two
brands own characteristics, traditions and consumer base.
Hainer, speaking at the Global Forum footwear association, the company will launch Reebok and Nike to compete face to face, the
company guarantees the Reebok brand will achieve better results for its functionality. He said the company consolidated the
acquisition of Reebok US consumer market, and won the sports venues, such as the American football, basketball and hockey. 
Adidas also improve the running shoes, traditional shoes and basketball shoes market share. Recently, Adidas launched a shoe sole
with a computer chip "smart" shoe. Although the retail price to lock in $ 250 a pair, but the company has sold 100,000 pairs.
Reebok sports players and Packer Shoes pushes and joint color models 2015-08-10 10:48:08 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn
[Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network August 10 hearing, running shoes for those familiar with the history of my friends who, born in 1979, Reebok
Aztec, is definitely a classic full of feelings, the first year following the earlier announced engraved return to later versions, Reebok
overwhelmed again with the well-known shoe Packer Shoes, the Aztec most representative blue / red / yellow color transplanted onto
Instapump Fury, bringing full of sincerity make this joint. In addition to the theme color, add Instapump Fury sign technology support,
but also to retain the retro atmosphere shoes at the same time, add a lot of modern motor function. (. Chinese shoes Network - the
most authoritative and most professional shoe brand recommendation News: Mount Hee meters Nick Danby slaves) 
sweep swept away! Participate in the "Top Ten Chinese shoe brand" vote 
Related news
Sports players adidas D Rose 5 Boost "Blooms" Color 2015-03-26 10:58:13 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast]
Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network March 26 hearing, although the Chicago Bulls guard Derrick Rose headed once again sidelined because of
a knee injury, but the team is still looking forward to their supporters can faze hero in the playoffs, overwhelmed by adidas This
release also "Blooms" color for his latest signature shoe D Rose 5 Boost to show their support. Design retains the Chicago Bulls and
the classic red and black color, and use black mesh material combined with red foam material constituting Gaotong shoes,
supplemented by spot sideways with lace detail on a little embellishment, and finally carry innovative Boost slow epicenter bottom
with strong sports shoes show. Currently, this color has been available via BAIT, priced at $ 140. (Media Partner: Lina Bao shoes
true Australian Kangaroo leather) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
Popular men's soccer shoes contacting April NIKE AIR ZOOM TOTAL 90 III FG
2005-04-11 08:39:33 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn Print Close 
Model - Color: 308229-012 English name: AIR ZOOM TOTAL 90 III FG key technologies: soft, ultra-lightweight KNG-100 uppers
provide optimal ball feel and light sensitive. The new asymmetrical lacing system to reduce the complete internal level, to provide the
best comfort at the ball. External heel counter and contour. The new unique Nike injection phylon midsole to provide the best comfort,
reduce the pressure. Zoom Air heel provides extra cushioning. A high-tech injection molded insole to provide better protection for
around the palm. New full 90FG tray provides the best traction. Special design of the new design reduces pressure surround walks.
The new structure unique spine rods provide perfect support. Control and stability during exercise better. An ultimate professionalism
shoes. Switch those tough field performance athletes and manufacturing. Black / White - Campus Li Huang suggested retail price:
1,480.00 Size range: 6-11,12 Listing Date: 2005-04-01
Related news
Sports players released new style adidas Originals Superstar
2014-01-15 09:41:25 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network on January 15 hearing, spanning over 40 years, Superstar shoes of adidas Originals has become a super-
popular star, entrenched shell toe design popular, says Superstar "classic of classics" absolutely deserved. 
just started in 2014, Superstar will also be sparkling debut new variety of images. Recently, adidas Originals will be released in
January Superstar several new models. These include the familiar you can detail the Superstar 80s and specially designed for girls
Superstar Platform, mixed loading metal shell toe and popularity in recent years and sometimes no wave point two of the elements,
Platform soles (muffin bottom) are the most attention in this series the CBD. In addition, I like low-key friends, family were also classic
black and white to choose from, wild color can easily penetrate everyday dress. (Media Partner: clothing with) 
Related news
Sports player Ronnie Fieg & timesadidas Originals joint shoes 2014-09-26 14:02:09 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network Sept. 26 news, rumors Ronnie Fieg before there was news that will be launched jointly with adidas shoes, but
today, Ronnie Fieg One of the first co-branded dual adidas shoes finally revealed the true colors. This time Ronnie Fieg chose to
show their creative talent in the EQT Support 93 shoes, shoes inspired by the Big Apple's iconic NYPD (New York police), but also in
the 2001 "September 11" terror attack to save the people made great contributions to pay tribute to police workers. Golden shoes
toe design is inspired by the NYPD of police regulations, and the shoe body with the use of color is the same navy blue NYPD



uniform color. Ronnie Fieg x adidas Originals EQT Support 93 joint shoes will be on sale October 11, shoe sales proceeds will be
donated to the 9/11 Memorial Fund. (Media Partner: shoe-like image Orem Fort men) 
Related news
Chinese shoes Network September 23 News September 18 - 21, the "fight in the end" Pick 2010 summer conference and product
ordering General Assembly held in Xiamen, this order will be mainly in the sports culture as design philosophy, emphasizing sports
science, sports protection, performance, fit 2010 global campaign theme, demonstrating professional sports properties and yet the
concept of fashion. 
Pick in product design also done a lot of innovation, such as the NBA, FIBA ??and other elements into product design. In addition,
Peak resources will be signing players, the function follows its own patented "three cushioning" technology, all using environmentally
friendly and functional fabrics, to make products more have breathability, fresh resistance, light resistance, environmental protection. 
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